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Radio Lecture
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engine
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Pr. Hans P. Guth, associate protoot. of English, will present his
airth in a series of eight or nine
tures on German literature toorrow night at 10:20 over
PFA-FM station in Berkeley.
Dr. Guth will discuss and read,
5th in the original translation
d the English translation, the
fork of the German poet, FriedIch Hoelderlin.
Among the works to be disved by the associate professor
previous programs were those
Ranier Maria Rilke, the lyric
m, and Freidrich Duerrenmatt,
dramatist.

Raised
Death Toll
death ot Peter

auto
hrisfensen, junior social mire major, made a total of six
raffle fatalities for San Jose
tote faculty, students and staff
in.. Sept. II.
( hristensen, 23. was killed on
hi, afternoon of Dec. 25 In Bel1.,nt when his ear hit a bridge
hutment.
Ills ii it,’, (’elia, who was In
h.. ear, escaped Injury.
Eseessive speed was blamed
.r the accident.
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tire. Ta be counted, a tianot
insist be marked with the official poll stamp.
Only seniors may vote In today’s runoff.
No write-in candidate will be
allowed in the Whiting, Alexander stated.
’Alexander says he expects a
light vote.

jii.e State students % ill be ’spending the
summer abroad as members
of the Experiment in International 1.ix ing program.
They are Ronald Jut.. who
will trine! to India; Gerald
Lungs, who will go to Germany;
dnd Joan Harris, who will visit

KOED’s Outlet .e

Experiment originated 2f,
years ago and has programs on
ft
ec; mint i ngenn)tti.sps, ’Tr eoxtpeo rtihmeecnottel rns.

MovesAgain

A reception and dinner
will be held Sunday for Mrs.
lzetta Pritchard. re t i r ing
housing counselor, rt ttttt nemorating her 15 years at the
college.
Organizer and master of
ceremonies for the dinner to be
held in the Cafeteria at 5:30 p.m.
is Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of students. There will be approximately
60 guests at the dinner, including
Pres. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist.
Other honored guests include
President Emeritus and Mrs.
Thomas W. MacQuarrie. member
of the college staff from 1927-52,
and Dean Helen Dimmick, associate dean of students emeritus, who
International studen: Or - retired from the college in 1957
ganization of San Jost. State after i3 Years of service.

I.S.O. To Honor
Sponsors Tonight

Flicks To Featur
Morningstar Film
I

staging its annual Spon-ors

"Marjorie morningstar. will In.
the featured production at ti,night’s Friday Flicks, according
to Bob Eastman, senior class president.
Based on Herman Wouk’s novel
of the same name, the motion picture stars Gene Kelly and Natalie
Wood.
The story concerns the problems faced by a young girl growing up in an upper middle class
New York family.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Price
is 25 cents per person.

Night this evening at
in the Cafeteria FactilDining Room.
The social event "is set
up as a way to thank or give recognition" to sponsors and friends
of foreign students, said Speech
Professor Thomas R. Coke, an
ISO adviser.
A total of 235 students from
53 foreign countries attend State.
Most of these students have sponsors or friends who have helped
financially, legally or in some other way to make it possible for
the student to attend an American
college.

7 :30

of the Original

Old Union’s Cornerstone Opened

.T.T
ther and lily
riend, but my
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me. but his
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MiAV Male

By HOBERT T \ 1 I.OR
Workmen yesterda) broke
’,it the cornerstone of the
il Student Union building
built in 1902 as the San
)r Carnegie Public Liaryand found dozens of
-ins whiell delighted the
...fi of c’liege officials and stu::s gathered around them.
it the cornerstone opened was
, !’ the 70 toot on Feb. 16, 1902.
.
’ because of an Elk.
.1 stone was laid on
.,,diy afternoon in "simi
. wful and impressive"

be sandstone in..tead ol
marble.
, Three weeks later some vandals
broke into the contractor’s tool
shed and chiseled away the inscription on the cornerstone
which was lying on the floor, innocently believing it was guarding
some peaceful grave.
It wasn’t until nearly a month
after the original ceremonies
that another "fake" stone (the
111111. proudly opened yesterday)
--

1111A loll

WO pial’e.

The councilmen had forgiven
the ministers, the Elks had forgiven the councilmen, and the
ministers had presumably forgiven
everyone concerned.
’FAKE’ OPENED
But the tin box in the top of
the stone, switched from the original to the "fake," was opened like
a sardine can shortly after 3 yesterday afternoon.
,,Continued on Page 64

Rat the next day, the mayor’s
"is hill of angry minis ’I ,antractors, who de: that the stone he re’’I. according to the San
,S1’ Mercury
of 1902.
taken out that night by
who must have cursed
... grain of mortar they
1, and the "fake" stone
put in place until more
.,nth later.

your father to
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tell sour Ian
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is brothers. If
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Elks’ lodge, which off’. .,1 the stone
laying c’ere-
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Five of the six "old guard"
candidates in last night’s
Young Republican election
of officers won positions.
A disagreement had arisen
in the club over an invitation
for an Acts for Peace representative to present the views of
the peace movement at a club
meeting.
A liberal group within the gro.
challenged the "old guard" leadership of the club in last night’s
election.
One member charged that the
election was "rubber - stamped."
Several new memberships were
refused at the beginning of the
meeting. It was charged by some
members that the "old guard" refused to accept the new members
for fear that the "guard" candidates would lose the election.
Eligibility of Sharon Davis, who
was elected to a vice president
post, was questioned by John Gustafson, parliamentarian, who stated he plans to bring the case before the Student Court.
Elected were Ray Blockie, president; Jean Peterson and Sharon
Davis, vice presidents; Elezabeth
Stone. secretary; Sid Istaestre and
Leland Itayashi. delegates - at large.

Seniors graduating this month
or in June are requested to make
appointments for senior pictures
in the Student Affairs Business
Office, TH16, as early as possible.
A 50 cent deposit will be required when the appointment is
made.
Pictures will be taken Jan. 1120 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in 1354.
The total cost for the pictures is
$1.50.

I,
n

"Old Guard"
Wins Election

Yearbook Pictures
Set for Graduates

miniith
ters wereGodp
f
all readyt htoe
’

,

,-ead: "Placed by San
is
,c N. 522 B.P.O.E. at
: .,-st of the mayor and
,i, council."
No date. No
place.
iti tor the Elks. Just a free
"An Insult to
the sanity of
building," the ministers
td,
e rimmed went
as far as it
lit 140 in
censuring the "servo God" for their criticism of
cornerstone.
’NOT SANDSTONE’
n the contractor
fought city
Ile read the
fine print in his
tract and
found the stone

Police Fraternity
"

h
58 -YEAR WAITGetting their first look at the old Student Union’s cornerstone are college Vice President William J. Dusel
(with the crowbar), Librarian Joyce Backus (with hand on jackhammer), and Business Manager E. S. Thompson. Dozens of old
documents were found in the tin can inside the stone.

audiences through Shaw’s custotaary razor -wit and entertaining dialogue.
’LAUGHING IBSEN’
Basically a comedy, with slightly tragic iniplications (Shaw has
been culled "the laughing Ibsen")
"Candida" promises to teach, but
not preach to instruct humor -

Honor Planned
For Counselor

try of their choice and liVe in variKOH) is being ous households to acquire an intichased by wicked landlord mate understanding of the country.
Progress againthis lime to
SJS students who participated
the new Student
ities in the Experiment in International Living last summer are Judy
building on Ninth street. The
Weymouth, who visited Switzercampus radio station had land, and Martha Allshouse, who
been broadcasting to the was the San Jose community amnow-being-razed Student Union bassador in Italy. She was sponBuilding since last fall.
sored by various civic organizaA direct line to the new Stu- tions in the San Jose community.
dent Activities building is expected to he in operation by
Tuesday or Wednesday.
ROE!) broadcasts to the Caro
teria were discontinued last yea!
after complaints from students.
Heroine

By ARM NACHMAN
Drama Editor

"Candida." a play (’enter.
NO. 60 in wound the economit arid
emotional slits cry of women.
in whitli the eternal triangle
ing around the remit) ttt i t and
Funeral services will be conducted tomorrow at 11 a.m. for eant twist by ’author George
Included in "CaniUda" (acDr. Heber A. Sotzin, 66, who Bernard Shaw_ opens towas head of the Industrial Arts night at 8:15 as the first major cent on first syllable), are.
Department. He took his own production in the Studio Theater, Cheryl Del Biaggi. as Cundlda.
SDI03.
Richard Rossomme, Lois Haight,
Ilfe Wednesday.
Directed by Dr. Paul Davee in Lloyd Kearns, Richard Parks
The Rev. Clarence Cromer of
Grace Lutheran Church will of- the three -sided arena style staging and John Higgins.
Higgins portrays the poet,
ficiate at the services in the --in which the audience is slightly
John E. Dowdle Mortuary, 1068 raised from the play area"Can- Marchbanks: veteran SJS actor
S. Second St., Sun Jose. Pri- elide" has, in the past, delighted Richard Rossomme will portray
vate burial will follow at Golden Gate National Cemetery in
San Bruno.

Runoff Election Slates Trip Abroad Sofzin Funeral
Two For Representative Scheduled
For Student

for the
Runoff elect
post
representative
slot’
today in the
ill he litlil
8:30 a.m.
,tutrr Quad f
3:30 p.m.
A tie that could have been
niken ity one vote in the
niter election exists between
.11 Gareth and Roger Johnson.
The deciding vote In the Deminer tie had to be illsquall01 because it was marked with
roil stated Jerry Alexander,
ewer student Court chief Jos-

Socially Significant Shaw Drama,
’Candida,’ To Make Bow Tonight

Initiation Tomorrow
Six members will be initiated
into Chi Pi Sigma, professional police fraternity, at 6 p.m. tomorrow
at the college chapel.
Initiated into the organization
will be Robert Bradshaw, Bobby
Bohn, Robert Namba, Dennis Horgan, Donald Shaffer, and Larry
Boyles. A dinner dance for Chi Pi
Sii.trna members at Marinas ma-.
taurant will follow the ceremony.

the Rev. James
Director Dasee handled Gorki’s
-The Lower Depths" and "Lute
Song" last semester; Miss Del
Biaggi(’ was east as the lead in
"Mr. Pirn Passes By." last spring.
Lighting for "(andlda" will
be directed by Kenneth Duna
with seenery designed by J.
Wendell Johnson and costumes
by Miss Berneice Prlsk.
The play will re -open Tuesday
for a successive five - night
run through Jan. 16. Tickets are
available for Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday night performances
only, and may be purchased at the
College Theater Box Office, daily
from l to 5 p.m. or by calling CVpress 4-6414, ext 263,
after 5 p.m.
C7Ypress 4-1931 r to reserve tickets.
Prices for tickets are 50 cents
for SJS students and $1 for general admission.
The story of "Candida" revolves
about the attraction of a young
poet to Candida; he is 15 years
her junior. Candida finds she must
choose between him and her husband, a minister.
The action takes place in 1894
in the fashionable, middle-class
section of London.

Eisenhower
Says Stop
’Wrangling’
\t,I ON (UPI)
Eisenhower ap’:.-itletit
pealed to the Democraticcontrolled Congress yesterday to -top "wrangling" and
strive with him in his final
year in office for peace in
the world and unprecedented prosperity at home.
"1960 promises to be the most
prosperous year in our history,"
he told a cheering joint session
of Senate and House.
But he solemnly reminded Con’TAKE A SERMON’Peering over the shoulder of Miss Prosergress in his State of the Union
,
pine Garnett, played by Lois Haight, is Richard Parks, as an asaddress that the nation is still
sistant minister, the Rev. Alexander Mill. Both are seen tonight in
faced by "nagging disorders" such
the Studio Theater, SD103, in "Candida,’ by George Bernard
as inflation, farm problems, violaShaw. They will be joined by Richard Rossomme, John Higgins,
tions of civil rights, and a need
Lloyd Kearns and Cheryl Del Biaggio ,n the G.B.S. play on woto protect the public interest in
men’s rights.
labor-management strife.
The President, speaking in
firm vigorous tones, was interrupted at a number of points by
applause from the crowded House
chamber. His references to peace
and to the fight against inflation
, dress’ particularly enthusiastic applausestarting on the Republican side of the aisle but engulfTheme for the symposium is ing some of the Democrats.
"Who Makes U.S. Foreign
But the Democrats were clearly
"The United States and Our RePolicy?" by Dr. Paul Sea lations with Other People."
irked by Eisenhower’s anti -wranbury. associate professor of
The moderator for the sympos- gling remark. Senate Leader Lynpolitical science. Unix ersity ium is Dr. James Jacobs, SJS per- don B. John.son (Tex.i commented
that cooperation is a "two-way
of California. will he the sonnel counselor.
Other lectures in the series:
street." Other Democrats chalsubject of the next lecture
India, a Critical Nation. Jan. 19; lenged the President on this point
Tuesday of the Winter QuarThe Face of Red China, Jan 26; I and on other aspects of his electer symposium. The symposium is
The Cultural Exchange Program tion -year message
co-sponsored by the San Jose
with the U.S.S.R.. Feb. 2.
Adult Education Department and
I The Future of the U .S. in the r
World Affairs Council of Santa
Middle East, Feb. 9;
Clara County.
Africa in a State of Turmoil.
A series of ten lectures will be
presented every Tuesday night at Feb. 16;
ti n Am eri caSince th enoxiN
7:30 in Horace Mann Auditorium,
Appliedt kat,
in4in of
Sixth and Santa Clara Sts. The Visit, Feb. 21;
Sophomore Class committees are
symposium began with a lecture
Cuba-U.S. Relations, March 1. available in the new Student Acon U.S. foreign policy last TuesImpact of European Integration tivities Building, 315 S. Ninth St.
day.
1’ S. Foreign Policy, March 8.
Chairmen are needed for the
Gorgeous Gams, Intsrcollegiate
’Ball, Soph Dolt, public relations,
I activities, treasury and secretarial
I committees, according to Ed
IBurke, Sophomore Class president.
l -.VENDED SENTEN,
HAYDEN HA" it! it
The deadline for applications
LOS ANGELES ill .
, ..,ng actor Sterling IL,. ;on got off will be Jan. 28.
with a suspended sentence yesterday on a contempt charge for taking
The last meeting of the Sophohis four children on a 10-month voyage to Tahiti in violation of a more Class this semester iii! he
court order. The 42-year-old actor breathed a sigh of relief after , Monday, Jan. 11.
Superior Judge Emil Gumpert fined him $500 and sentenced him to
five days in County .tall bid suspended both penalties.
Hayden Tuesday pleaded guilty to the contempt charge, apologized
to the court and said he felt he did what was best for his children
Mary had a litt:e
SECRET AGREEMENT LAID TO NIXON
lamb and his name
WASHINGTON I UP11 Democratic National Chairman Paul 111
was Sam! SAM?
a
Butler charged yesterday that Vice President Richard M. Nixon %viol
The’sa funny name
a secret agreement from the steel companies to hold off any price in
for a lamb, but that’s
creases until after the 1960 presidential election. If Nixon is elected
President, Butler said, "the sky’s the limit" for any price increase-- lin exactly what Sam
He predicted that Nixon would not win the presidency.
IIwas to Mary, for
he always looked
JAPAN-U.S. ON EQUAL STATUS
TOKYO WPII---The new American -Japanese security
LI his best. He
treatymv
give Japan veto power over use of U.S. combat troops or nuclear sent:knew that he
pons here, informed Japanese sources said yesterday. The treaty, which II
could get fine
will be signed in Washington Jan. 19, puts Japan and the United StateSportcoats at
n an equal basis with the removal of the one-sided provisions of the
R/A. Now YOU
earlier treaty, which dated from occupation days.
111
can get a 37.50
PEGGY O’NEIL DIES IN LONDON
111 model for only
LONDON (UPI)Peggy O’Neil, Irish -American stage star whoa’
charms inspired the lilting melody of the song "Peggy O’Neil." died II 29.85. Hurry!
yesterday. She was 61 years old. MiRS O’Neil had been crippled by sr- 0
thrifts and confined to a wheelchair for the last 12 years. She entere.t
ROOS
the Middlesex Ilospital, where she died, two days ago.

Policy Talk Opens
Winter Symposium

Sophomore Class
Seeks Chairmen

world wire
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Guinness Excels in Roll
Of Poignant Painter

The Shameful Skeleton
Germany’s most shameful skeleton
jumped from Bonn’s deep closet during the
past two weeks and rattled its way across
all of Europe, painting swastikas and antisemitic slogans.
For most Europeans. sad and painful
memories were revived by the swastika. The
jackboot, rifle butt, goose step and brutality accompanied it for snore than a decade.25 years ago.
And with anti-semitic slogans came
memgries of Dachau and Belsen concentration camps parading before the 30,000
Jews left in Germany. The slogans glared
at the moral conscience of the German of
1960.
Most Germans had hoped 15 years
would bury the shame. But since it could-

n’t, West Berlin’s Mayor Willie Brandt said
yesterday his city’s authorities would "crash
down on them (the vandals) whenever possible."
"It looks like the devil’s hordes are on
leave and went out hunting us. We have
great reason for shame."
Speaking feelingly before the city senate, Brandt asked, "How can we forget
what wrongs have been done to other people in the mis-used name .of Germany?"
No one. Mr. Brandt, really knows. The
best guess is only through time. And the
best hope is that the rash of shame is being
conducted by irresponsible asses who stand
no chance of turning the populace to the
terror that stalked Europe 20 years ago.
P.W.

1

The Gay Life
By JOANNE OSMAN
It’s that "settling down" time
after Christmas when everyone
from patrons to promoters are
resting a bit before starting the
new year off with some really fine
entertainment. So,-if this week’s
Gay Life sounds "in the future,"
that’s exactly where it
*
*
*
Stereo in person? That’s what
Fred Waring will bring to San

STUDENT
SPECIALS
LUBRICATION
$1.50
CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates
$7
NITE PARKING
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
110
Day and Nite
Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
Tuneups

Jose Monday when he presents his
famed Pennsylvanians in a new
show at the Civic Auditorium. The
"Stereo Festival" will feature orchestra, solo and glee club members. Show time is 8:30.
*
*
*
"Harvey," that invisible sixfoot rabbit, will hop into the
King DoDo Playhouse at Hawaiian Gardens tonight at 8:30.
The friendly rabbit from Mary
Chase’s hit play can be seen
every weekend night through
Feb. 13. Ralph Brown and Ann
Chavez star In the comic production.
*
*
*
Way out at the Bella Pacific in
San Francisco, the Company of
the Golden Hind are presenting a
wonderful interpretation of the
"House of Flowers" in its first of fBroadway presentation. The Truman Capote play is acted Satur-

BREHM BROS.
"

S & D UNIFORM, Inc.
Complete line of
Police Uniforms and
Accessories

A.S B. Crs,d

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

401 East Santa Clara St.
(3 blocks from Campus)

Everything Photographic
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IN THE SAN JOSE AREA
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56 Valley Fair
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

JIM ADAMS, Editor

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose States FRED SOETJE

America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
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Die Rhinelander
Billie Gallagher
Band
on the piano
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HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c
COIN OPERATED SOFT

day and Sunday nights at 8:30 at
529 Pacific.
*
*
*
Tonight’s program at the San
Francisco Opera House features
Russians David Oistrakh, violinist,
and pianist Vladrnir Yampolsky.
The 8:30 program includes works
by Beethoven, Szymanowsky and
.Tartini.
*
*
*
There’s one Mid of Jazz that’s
easy to takethe Mastersounds
kind. Now appearing at the Jazz
Workshop in the City, this quartet made "The King and I,"
"Kismet" and "Flower Drum
Song" sound like they never did
before.
*
*
*
Other events to look forward to:
Peninsula Square and Folk Dance
Festival at San Jose Civic Auditorium, tomoripw and Sunday; pianist Anton Kuerti at San Jose
Civic Auditorium, Jan. 19; and
Eleanor Roosevelt, at Masonic
Temple in The City, Jan. 15.
*
*
*
Once in awhile, San Jose is able
to offer a glimpse of the top talent
often seen in San Francisco. Luckily for localites, there’s several
"name" entertainers scheduled to
make "one-night" stands in the
Coming up: Joan
near future.
Blondell in "Dark at the Top of
the Stairs" Jan. 22, the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo Feb. I, and
the Jose Gieeo Dancers Feb. 22, all
at the Civic Auditorium. Pretty
soon we won’t need to go to the
City for good talent!
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By JERRY NACHMAN
Drama Editor
*A SHY comedy that employs the tragic story of artists
everywhere, in every society, in
any year, is the story of "The
Horse’s Mouth," now at the
Towne Theater.
The movie stars, the movie

777-1741
r.-1-111
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editor’s report

Jim Adams
President May Do Some Troubleshooting

One aim of President Eisenhower’s tour to South Amyl lea appal.ently is to troubleshoot a tense situation down there that was predicted
on the SJS campus in September.
The troublecauser is Brazil, an aggressive nation that for the past
year has been doing more talking than producing. Brazilian President
Juscelino Kubitschek, for instance, made the bland statement to a
Time magazine reporter: "In 20 years Brazil is going to be the world’s
fourth greatest power, ahead of
all others except the US., Russia and China. We may even be
ahead of China, too."
*
*
*
Early this fall the small country
threatened
population)
million
(63
a little international blackmail
that points up the advantage of
unscrupulous underdeveloped countries in the cold war.
Here’s what happened: During
the summer Brazil’s already bad
economy was getting worse, but
the country’s leaders refused to
crack down and clear up the situation because it was an election
year.
Things got so bad that surrounding countries and especially
the U.S. refused to make any more
loans to Brazil for fear they’d
;Aix
never see their money again. BraPRESIDENT EISENHOWER
zil threatened to get the money
...trouble in Brazil
from Russia.
C. Allan Stewart, U.S. State Department Director of Latin American Affairs, explained all this to SJS students, in a speech here in
September. He predicted at the time that the situation would become
a thorn in Uncle Sam’s side. It has.
Diplomat Stewart concluded: "If Brazil does commit herself to
Russian aid, we’ll be in for some bad trouble"for the obvious reason
that it would break up the united front we’ve been able to maintain
among the Americas and it would give the Communists a good foothold in Latin America.
A foothold from which to spur on those Venezuelans who stoned ,
Vice President Nixon two years ago and those Panamanians who have
been staging anti-American demonstrations lately.
President Eisenhower’s Press Secretary James Hagerty didn’t
say anything about all this when he announced the South American
tour. But he significantly reported that the President will spend two
days in Brazil and two days in Argentinabut much shorter periods
In the other countries.
*
*
*
Along with all these "goodwill" tours being made by various world
leaders there is the uneasy feeling that large and small nations alike
are being lined up on one side or the other, Communist or Western.
We came across this pertinent prediction made by Walter Lippmann in his book "U.S. Foreign Policy" published in 1943, during World
War II:
"If we fail to make peace after this war, we shall know that we
have not made it. So we shall be immediately forewarned that we
. We shall be forewarned
must prepare for the next war (WWII’)
this time because the objective test of whether there is to be peace
or war will be whether the borderland between Russia and the Atlantic
states is settled by consent or by pressure, dictation, and diplomatic
violence.
"If in this region the effort to settle territorial boundaries
to decide what governments shall be recognized discloses deep au,
insoluable conflicts between Russia’s conception of her vital interests
and that of the Western Allies, then every nation will know that it
must get ready and must choose sides in the eventual but unavoidable war."
So far Lippmann’s prediction of events following WWII has been
accurate. The possibility of preventing his ultimate prediction does
not appear promising at this time.

Patronize
Our

Advertisers

IS, Alec Guinness--a man, who like
Santa Claus and Shakespeare, can
do no wrong.
One of Guinness’ fundamental
rules seems to be never to show
up in a mediocre picture, something "The Horse’s Mouth" definitely is not.
Another of Guinness’ rules is to
break all other rules of triedand-true acting formula; this he
does too, by proving that coim;dy
can be more tragic than tragedy
if handled with the proper
anumnts of understanding and
perceptiveness, both of which
Guinness lends to his role.
As Gully Jimson, the English
painter who resembles a
garbage collector (not a "beatnik"
as advertised in Joyce Cary’s novel), Guinness doesn’t give much of
a damn for anybody or anything;
he breaks conventions bull-in-chinashop fashion, and sublimates respectable living for his simple, but
passionate, desire to paint what
he likes, as he likes.
Jimson’s story, while at times
told in slapstick terms, (falling
through holes in the floor, pinching women) is nonetheless warm
and sympathetic in its overall tone.
One feels at movie’s end that Jimson’s soul, while slightly rumpled
and freckled with paint, is worthwhile after all.
*THERE IS, roughly, no clear
story line: the story that Cary
and Guinness have teamed up to
tell, lies deeper than plot or situation: they say that an artist
will be an artistregardless.
Guineas is, quite basically, a
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EL CHARRO SPECIAL
Taco, Enchilada, Stuffed Pepper,
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Rice and Beans

EL CHARRO CAFE
799 S. First

CY 3-9779

San Jose

Open 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Closed Wed.

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
515 00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
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PORTABLE
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you decide to buy.
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Some Location 59 Years
24 South Second St.
FREE RARK1’.
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TAKE A BREAK
This semester, when you’re writing last minute re ports and
cramming for finals, try taking
a break and give your eyes and
mind a rest.
Come in, have a pizza, and
relay for a while. You’ll be suri
H at how much easier it is
aftnr doing so.

of Pizza
Many Types and Sizes
Everyone a Treat

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT

I I MBONES

Open 24 hrs.

417 S First Street
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For Pizza to 9*
Call . . .
CT 3-5900
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BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

The Best Mexican Food
North of the Border

’Ills and Hers’
for the ’perfect match’
NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Sec Our Selection

171 South 3rd

flawlessly gifted actor
who lox
boundaries when it
character -portrayal: his
teesrdi
never falters, yet is
never obno
ly drama-school
technique.
To the very lunch
of his st
bled lips, Guinness is
Jimson.li
ing somehow distorted
so that it sounds like tas to
Roches
with a sore throat,
the path,
Guinness quality which
he Stipa
to the Jimson character.
approt
es Chaplinesque dimensions.
Like trimmings around
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key, each of the supporting
serves to make Guinness’ job rt
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even better. The ludricrous
of Gully Jimson, artist
first,mt
ber of society second, is a
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chocked evening of
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Criticizes
r. Edgell
Policy
Tour
onmer
EDITOR : Word has just reached

decision o( the college
) of the
with the regoatee entrusted
which Bunnrisibility of deciding
acceptable to the
K tours are
of SJS to Insist
miner session
be provided, that
pt a chaperone
tour conductor be continuously
tmotrahlecornectluurcnt
and that
wi point with his
e emb

Tufsn’Pjbalr’st,Yf:r he

SUP
that Dr. Tansey,
ullderstand
Ito Was to have conducted the
panities Provam, Tour this
minc summer, has quite rightly
condiused to go under these
as. I trust that no one will be
pi to take his place
that the
1 OM understand
sae committee has agreed to
ostir a tour will t any clear
a tour
iltelleetual purpose
woad he in fact more prorri sponsored by a commerchel
rio.1 organization. Presumably
to the huthe leader has agreed
conditions clted above.
Aldlating
flat decision, I am informed,
ry,,, resulted in the resignation of
st least one member from the
,.,,nmittee.
::irently San Jose State Col mole concerned with main a moral facade than in entracing intellectual activity.
of course, endemic
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Powerglide
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Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
CV 7-99011
HI Almaden Ave.
C vic A ,- r Ire

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from

SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No rep&r or service charge on rentals

:CIAL
160

First Month’s Rent Can Be

Used as Down Payment
If You Dccide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

AFE
San Jose

TV Rentals Co.
One block south of Sea,
6 Meridian Rd
CV 4-3311

NTED

15
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y machine if
Pick-up
and
Delivery
Service

CO.

’Make
your

in state colleges generally and
helps to account for the mildly
apologetic air with which teachers
of academic subjects confront their
more fortunate colleagues in other
schools: intellectually minded students suffer in the same way.
One can imagine, for instance,
the polite incredulity such a committee decision would meet th a
serious academic institution.
What makes such a decision
more painful than 11%11/11 Is the
fact that SJS In recent years
has shown signs of emerging
from Its intellectual torpor. But
whenever 011e begins to feel encouraged, something like this
turns up to negate the good
work: the censorship of at student magazine, the defence Of
an indefensible architecture, rte.
Those of us who are friends of
San Jose State and who hope to
help the college attain academic
respectability must decry such retreats. As the leader of the Humanities Tour last summer- from
which the students returned, I

Heard of ’Great Bomb
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suspect,
academically stronger
than they went-- and whose moral
1111111111101111111111111immilimilimiiiiiffiniiiffiliummi
standards, I am certain were at
least equal to that of the mare
Thrilling days of yesteryear
closely guarded students of the
campus slimmer session, I watit to
protest this Phariseeism.
1960: Green years where did you run to?
I hope that others will join me
By turning the ten-year telescope around and
in insisting that if students are
peering through the wrong end, I see myself seated
mature enough to go to college comfortably in Row 5, next to the window and in front of the ugliest
away from home, they are also girl in captivity at that time.
!nature enough to go to Europe
It is the high 7 and in one week I will be 12!
with no more supervision than
That ugliest girl was also the largest girl in Alameda county;
they have at school, and that if
she was furl her ha odic:owed by being the dumbest girl 1114
they go to Europe for Summer
Her name was "Claudia" and (Me guess as to who she adored
School credit, they should have a
passionately.
clear-cut academic purpose in adEveryone has had a Claudia in his class. 01111 was quite a bit
dition to the glamor advertised by
taller than what the nurse’s chart prescribed as "normal" for a girl
the travel agencies.
of 13. That was because I don’t think Claudia was a girl exactly.
DAVID P. EDGELL
(Oh, sure, she walked and talked and shoved me around when I
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
didn’t answer her; but a girl? Well, that may be a question of semanOF ENGLISH
tics./
Cultural Section
0
U.S. Embassy
Cairo, Egypt.
I CAN RECALL quite vividly 1950. I was 11 and set to enter
Editor’s Note: Professor Edge!! teenclom In seven,days. Recognition at last! While all about, the outIs now MI have of absence to side world was beginning to close in on me as I neared the last mile
of my grade school career.
teach In Europe.
Some important people from the junior high Se11001 Came over
Like a Sun’
and talked to us about how we all had better shape up pretty
soon because at junior high there was no time for mollycoddling,
They Were valled "counselors" and I didn’t like their looks. I enjoyed being mollycoddled.

Student Recalls His Life
In Relocation Center

Operai
By PAUL K. STROBEL
faction, were always
A short, wiry San Jose State getting into arguments which
occasionally led to %Mints inCollege student described his exjuries or even deaths. Tak and
periences in an American reloca- his people had a name for the
tion center for the Japanese as1 members of the reactionary raw, "an exceptionally rare opportunity I lion. They called (hens "Inns,"
Is Japanese for "dogs."
to learn the customs and tradiHis main criticism of the camps
tions of my people at first-hand."
Takeshi Ogino, a 21 -year-old stemmed from the actual living
sophomore, recalls in this manner quarters. He said he objected to
the World War II days when he
and his family were enclosed Fe hind barbed wire fences. Only
three years old when Pearl liar, bor was bombed, Ogino now recalls. "War didn’t have any meaning to me then. My experiences in
camp were happy because they
were an opportunity to play with
’other Japanese kids."
’
"Toward the end, we heard
the older people talking about
’the great bomb like a 41111. lIt it
the Americans dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki," Ise continued. "It didn’t bother us much
then because we couldn’t begin
to realize the terrible destruction that it caused." NOM‘ of his
relatives living in Japan were
Injured by the bombing.
Oginci’s education during enTAKESHI OGINO
campment gave him the opportun... recalls childhood
ity of learning the Japanese way
of life. Camps had both English the poor housing, heating and inand Japanese schools; his parents convenient plumbing facilities.
chose the Japanese school for TaIf he were asked to serve in the
keshi. "Tak," as his friends call armed forces of a country that
him, said, "The Japanese schools previously had questioned his loywere more disciplined than the alty, Tak said, "I’d serve to the
English. We had exercises and ri- best of my ability and wouldn’t
tuals to perform every day. One give it a second thought."
of these rituals was the custom of
Tak’s major at SJS is mechanbowing to the rising sun each ical engineering. He came to this
morning."
campus because, "the location is
Of the three camps that he lived ideal, I like the campus, the faamount
in, Tak spent the greatest
cilities are good, and it is not a
of time in the relocation center at large engineering school so it ofOregon
Tule Lake, Calif., near the
fers personal at t ent ion."
border. "The camp at Tule looked
like the stockade in the may.treated
’Stalag 17,’ hut we were
very well," he said. The post W,
divided into groups called "block. Students interested in teaching
with a leader for each division
Tak laughed a little as he recalled in San Francisco secondary schools
that the leaders were known as must take the National Teacher
Examination Feb. 13, the Place"black -heads."
Tak blamed most of the pro- ment Office announced yesterday.
Jan. 15 is the final date to file
blems of the camp on the dissension among the Japanese peo- applications. Candidates who pass
, so the exam will be placed on an eliple themselves. Two gr
reactionary faction and a co- gible list.

_

Teaching Test
Set for Feb. 13
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Carroll & Bishop
71
F SANTA CLARA ST.

urnidor Cigar Store
lig 5 FIRST ST.

NOW, as I prepare fin’ Decade No. Ill. my life of ten years ago
flips before my eyes like a riffled card deck: from Whale bars to
"review words"; from paper drives to 27 cartoons at the Saturday
matinee; from singing "Billy Boy" in the rotund to the "direct." The
"direct" was a big kid in college.

4th and St. James

YOUP eyed can only le a.1 good ai your gladied
. . . Ion? foot for

CHEAP iargain3

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations end optkel service. Latest styled glasses and
fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
contact I
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad ...whoa visitieg say of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus, 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) Also-199 S. First St. (Corner of 1st end Sem
Call CV 7-11180
Antonio.

BLOOM’S TWICE

YEARLY

SALE

SHOE
- ..... - -

if s the BIG SALE f the
.
year at aloes"
yilif meet me
"*"C":".

................. "

Thousands, and we do mean thousands,
of dress and casual shoes reduced
from current stock.
Nowhere but nowhere can you find such a
great selection and such great sayings!

Today’s high-powered automobiles
throw o tremendous food on brake fluid
-eventually thinning it out and woofing
ii completely away.
Let us check your brake fluid. If it’s hew, wit’N
add fresh fluid that satisfies the highest
standards of the Society of Automotive Engineers fel
hoary duty applications.
To make sure your brakes stop you when
you need them, se* us today!
Service is our business

SILVA
YAGER &Student
Union,
Parking

Tico’s Tacos

iuht where you are 1971

LET US CHECK
YOUR BRAKE FLUID

S. 4th f across from

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale ...
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad

1950 was the year we swept the elementary school softball leag,w
with yours truly holding down the second base spot; I was slick in
slow grounders to my left, and only (lucked line drives occasionally.
Looking hack now. I remember a few last-minute grade school
torches, not the least of whom WII% a smooth iwatity with flashing
eyes and pigtails named "Gloria." Gloria should have known how
rny. heart hunted. Ah, ln,rha, where are you today? How 1 long
again for your furtive glance from the kickball court, your coquetry at the eafeteria table.

Before you bet your life
on your brakes

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Open Daily II arn-10 pm scept TUOS.
Adrian Daniel, Managing -Owner

5 9’

I was cast in the role of ’Billy," a wise-cracking gardener wh.,
clipped the queen’s rose-bushes in the courtyard. IA program note: 1
was hot for the queen.) ’rhe play was called "A Hole in the Wall" and
it ran two nights. I had 17 speaking lines in my debut and everyone
said I portrayed "Bitty" admirably.

..........
DAVIN

Call CV 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, Prin. Parties
Special Rates to Organisations

COMBINATION
PLATE

In 1950 we were all busily engaged in the seventh-grade play
only the zenith of our entire grammar school theater career: That’s ail’

KBM

ral

SHISH-KA-BAB

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

1950 WAS a big year for shoe-taps. "It’s so you don’t wear 0111
your heels and soles" we explained to mother, knowing all the
that shoe-taps were worn for the purpose of making nice serapin.-;
sounds in the hallway.

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
95, E San Fernando

LEBANON

Continental Restaurant
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
and AMERICAN FOODS

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE C’carcss 3-7500

eit

The
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, which presents the
Oscars each year, was officially
founded in 1927 by 36 film industry leaders as a non-profit groan
to advance the film art and coordinate research in the field.

EUROPE

se the usual plus Logi& Scandio
avio Yugoslavia end N. *trice. A difNrent tripfor those whe don’t want to
be herded around. Also shorter trips.
Budget priced
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 5ouoi, Bog Cl
Pasadena, Calif.

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

I want to tell you I lived in constant fear of being "pantsed."

1960 has snuck up from behind ...

County. The
Saturday with a preview from 2
, to 4:30 p.m. at the DP Snissel Art
, Gallery, University of Santa Clara.
The exhibit will be through Feb.
214. Gallery hours are 2 to 4:30 p.m.
daily except Sunday.

litodente APuf Co.

If you didn’t conform to junior high ways, we were told, "you
get ’imitated." This "pantsing" was a popular pastime engaged in
by some of the sal I out law ; it Ion,Isted of relieving you of
your trousers for a length of time while you ran around In your
shorts avoiding anything fentale and searching out cover like mad.

*f(
’

Ii,,,
;if
l’1111.1.1 1111 h 11.1.
fourth showing of paintings 01 the
Art and Music Editor
Guild of Santa Clara
Italian master drawings from Artists’
exhibition will begin

ll

Better step lively. I was informed by a well -oriented 15-year-older.
"They make you wear blue jeans low and loafers and white socks;
and if you don’t comb your hair right you’re in for big trouble."

CF.! !.E7

POUCH

Ar1-11/7/uJic-21rama

the Achenbach Foundation in San
Francisco will go on display today
In the SJS Art Gallery. The showing will be through Jan. 29.
The Foundations’ valuable collection includes more than 300
drawings representing 16th and
17th century Italian schools.
The exhibition will include
great names of the Baroque. Period in Italy: the Caravel family,
Albani, Guereino, Guido Reni,
Pietro du Cortomt, Manilla, CaJUL.:el, and others.
*
*
*
Bass-baritone Moses Outliners
will give his master’s recital
Sunday at 8:15 p.m. In Concert
Hull. The program will consist
of 14 songs.
*
*
*
The Music Department will present two student recitals next
vveek---Monday and Tuesday nights
at 8:15 in Concert Hall. The programs, different each night, will
be free and open to the public.
(We got the same pitch about what a rough-and-tumble operation
*
*
*
high school was going to be two years later.)
Warren Faits, associate profesAnd I well remember the frightening stories told us by our sup-e-r- sor of art and director of the 5.15
iors, the world -wise who knew their way around the ninth grade;
they were on decimals.
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Romance Made News During Holiday Season
l’INNINGS

TOM GUADIO, a member of Alpha Tau Omega, gave his fraternity pin to JO BOLAUDER, Alpha Phi, from Santa Rosa. The couple
are music majors.
BILL SMITH, junior business and industrial management major.
from Sacramento, is pinned to HARRIET DAUPHIN. sophomore elementary education major, from Glendale. She is a pledge of Sigma
Kappa; he belongs to Sigma Chi.
CATHY (’(’PP. a John Robert Powers model, from San Jose, is
wearing a Sigma Chi fraternity pin given her by CONWAY TOMBS.
Conway is a senior real estate and insurance major from Ventura.
Former Spartan Daily Photo Editor J. P. vanETTINGER recently
gave his Sigma Delta Chi pin to PAT ATHERTON, sophomore elementary education major at the College of the Sequoias. lie is presently
employed at the Visalia Times Delta,

ENGAGEMENTS

The candle was passed Monday night to announce the engagement of MIKI RICHARDS and JOHN BRENNEN. Miki, a junior education major, lives in San Jose. John is the past president of Kappa
Delta Rho at the University of California at Berkeley. He is a senior,
engineering major from Ventura. His fraternity came to San Jose n.
serenade the couple at the Alpha Omicron Pi house.
On Christmas Eve, the announcement of the engagement of R. fr
VALLI and GWEN COSTER surprisd relatives and friends. Gwen
a SJS graduate and is nos teaching for the San Lorenzo S,hail I

al.:thou
c, a sopbomoi
t neu. I ler leurrecto%11 is j).,IaiicI. V., I
major from San Leandro.
FLOYD WALTER. senior industrial arts major, from Winthrop,
gave an engagement ring to JOANN GEISZLER, junior borne economics major. from Lodi. The announcement was made with the passing
of a candle at Marimur Hall last Tuesday night.
The horns blew at midnight at the Catholic Women’s Center to announce the engagement of WENDY COTTON to DENNIS M. CORM (IAN. Dennis is a junior languages major, at the University of Idaho.
lie is trom Maragarita, in the Canal Zone. Wendy is a sophomore accounting major who is also from Margarita. August 13 is the wedding
date.
JEAN DANERI passed the traditional candle at Gamma Phi Beta
to tell of her engagement to BILL WEST. a Marine Aviation Cadet
at Pensacola, Ha. His hometown is San Mateo. Jean is a junior sociology major from San Francisco.
KEN KNAPP and BONNIE: REAltDON are planning a September
wedding. Bonnie, a senior sociology major, from Mill Valley, is affiliated with Gamma Phi Beta sorority!
BILL CAIN and LORNA STOPHEL recently announced their engagement. Bill is a senior geology major from Orange; Lorna is a jun,r elementary education major from Downey. No date for the wed ling has been set.
RONALD R. SYTH and BETTE P. NYSTED set their wedding
d-tte fcc August 6 Ronald is an industrial engineer andwill graduate

Shape of Women’s Fashions
Tight, Loose Look or Celestial
sheath" appeared, waistlines were , age and income brackets, at least.
By MARY PRIME
With the chemise, hemlines went
nipped in, and hemlines edged
i tell Press International
. and up . . . sometimes to
downward, dropping about an inch tip
18’ii inches from the floor.
NEW YORK (U1’1) a season.
Young Yves St. Laurent, succesCunes went in anti out of
In 1954, French designer Gasor to Christian Dior, who died in
style in the 1950’s, hot brielle Chanel came out of re- 1957, launched the pyramid-shaped
tirement and revived the casual
trapeze in Paris.
they’ll stay a fixture in the cardigan
suit. The- extreme
’60’s when fashion orbits pointed toe and skinny heel beBut by fall, 1958, the chemise
came high -fashion, and the pinch
around sex and space.
and trapeze were dead, and a
The past decade opened was on for the rest of the de- modified Empire line took over.
with slimmed -down versions of the cade.
Hems, however, stayed high and
full-blown
skirt.
The
"siren
The year 1957 went down as in 1959, St. Laurent again set the
the year of the most revolutionary fashion world buzzing with his
fashion- the chemise. Women first hobble skirt which reached mid were shocked by the Paris decree or above knee.
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
of no bust -no waist, but by the
TO STUDENTS
What of the 1960’s? Look for
spring of 1958, the sack was a
three main trends which turned
I..wor
H
fw
uniform
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
in a United Press International
Till 9 p.m.
loll of American and French de-igners-- the sexy sheath, space.rispired spheres, and the ChanelLowest Gas Prices
lype look considered too practical
In San Jose
md comfortable to abandon.
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
Here’s a head-to-toe look at the
REG.-90+ OCTANE
shape to come:
Cigarettes
20e
Wholesale Distributors
SilhouettesVariations on the
All Major Oils -3130
sheath, a plastered, fitted look
ELECTRONIC PARTS
defining all natural curves,
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
amendments to the- loose Chanel
1403 W. San Carlos
look, le softer look for at least
4th & William -6th & Keyes
five years, and cone and hobble
10TH AND TAYLOR
CY 8-1212
shapes.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

W/o STATIONS

TRA-LA-LA!
I’m on my way to

-note in the Wall
For delicious Horne-Cooked Food in an atmosphere of congeniality and comfortYou can’t
beat Ed’s Hole in the Well! Complete Dinners
from $1.45
Open daily ’til 10 p.m.
1610 E. Santa Clara

Bill Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes
CHEVRON

I Block North of Spartan City
Conveniently Located
to Serve Car Owners of San Jose State
MOTOR TUNE-UP
LUBRICATION
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
We Give Blue Chip Stamps

START
THE YEAR
OUT RIGHT!
There is no better way to start the year out
right than to take your date to San Remo’s
where you will find the most delicious Authentic Italian Pizza to tantalize your sense
of taste.
These pizzas. are baked by a recipe of Father-toSon tradition and are served in the
Gayest of Neopolitan Atmospheres.
This weekendand every weekendmake
it a date at San Remo’s. Enjoy .

San Remo’s
Closed Monday and Tuesday
218 WILLOW STREET SAN JOSE

hhhhiillilihhhillhllhllilllhillilhhilhiihhhlllllhltltlllttltluhlltillhlllucllgltlllhllll
whose home I,
this niiintli. I ii,, hometiissii is Greernsood, Wis.
Loyal, Wis., works for TWA as a hostess. She formerly worketi
SJ$ in the Registrar’s Office,
PAUL ELDERS, Spartan Daily copy editor, from Lakewood, aunt
JOANNE OSMAN, Spartan Daily news editor, from Montebello, beAssociate Dean lif
came engaged Christmas Day. Both are senior journalism majors. The
couple met on the newspaper staff last year. Wedding date is set bert Martin and Actkitio,
Virginia Wall tinhoutichl
tor July 9.
ANNIE RIDDLE alerted everyone at the Catholic Women’s Center gagement during the
to announce her being engaged toCHUQUE SCHULTZ, a senior at holidays.
No
Santa Clara University. Annie is a senior music major, from Oroville.
been set.
February 19 is the wedding date.
MARILYN LLOYD passed the traditional bride doll at the Alpha
Phi sorority to announce her engagement to AL IIEEG. Marilyn is a
senior general elementary education major from Rumay. Al is a graduate in economics from St. Mary’s College and is presently employed
by F’riden Inc., San Leandro, as sales engineer.

Tell Engageme

MARRIAGES

Kappa Delta NANCY BRAY, from Willow Glen and Sigma Phi
Epsilon, AL HAYFIELD, from San Diego were married Dec. 31 in a
San Diego ceremony. The new Mrs. Rayfield Is a junior education
major. Her husband, a former SJS student, is now sei-ving with the
U.S. Army at Fort Ord. The newly-married couple will depart for
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey at the end of January, where Al will
attend the Army Electronics School.

What’s Doin’
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Monday the chapter held election for spring officers. They are:
President Dave Carleson, Vice
President Ben Gentiles, Treasurer
Bob Williams, and parlitunentarian Fred Hanelt.
The brothers have nearly completed work on the fraternity fire
engine. Only finishing touches are
needed. Plans are now being made
for semester break when some of
the brothers will go to Mt. Shasta.

SORORITIES

CHI OMEGA
The ladies of Chi Omega entertained their dads at the annual
Father-Daughter banquet held last
Sunday in their redecorated house.
Sue Alison served as chairman for
the event. Rae Marston and her
father were chosen as the father
and daughter who looked the most
alike.
Since the completion of their
building project, the Chi Omega’s
have a new housemother who as- SIGMA CHI
sists Mrs. Perigo. She is Mrs.
Brother* of Sigma Chi will go
Gregory, a Chi Omega alum.
down to Fresno State this weekend for the Province Conference
KAPPA DELTA
of the Sigma Chi fraternity. AfKappa Delta Karen Niurdoch
ter the conference the-re will be
was named Cinderella Girl of
a dinner and a dunce.
Theta Xi fraternity at the recent
Theta Chi Cinderella Ball. The
fraternity serenade-d Miss Murdoch at the RD house- last Monday night.
Pill MU
Phi Mu sorority is having a
"Suppressed Desire" dance Saturday night. They will act as hostesses to the girls from the Fresno
State and University of California
chapters. About 125 couples are
expected to attend. There will be
dancing, entertainment and refreshment s.
SIGMA KAPPA
On the- eve before Christmas
vacation, MRpledge-% held their
sneak. After capturing a sufficient n
ber of actiyes, they
took them to the Red Barn Social Hall for coffee and doughnuts. Afterward, the women re Stinted to the house for a Big Little Sister pajama party.

SIGMA NU
Sigma No pledges recently turn- ’
ed the tables on the actives by
capturing them and taking th,,
to Lake Berryessa, near Napa, lie
their sneak.
Santa Claus, Ken Lopez, was
the center of attraction for 20 underprivileged children at the annual A Chi 0-Sigma Nu Christmas
party.
THETA CHI
Saturday night the Theta Chi
fraternity will hold its annual
Red Os Stampede. For this affair the members go quite "wild
west" at the house. Guests will
be the 10 se -finalists in the
Dream Girl contest. The contestants are Carol Ann Atkins,
(here-,’nSse
as, Judy Bowman,
Suzanne Reed, Susan McGregor.
Susan Clenral, Ann Murdock,
Audrey Hunter, Janet Faye, and
Grace Wilson.

Sleeves will ,be wider, necklines
lower and more open, skirts both
full and slim.
Hiplines will be
rounded, and waistlines will range
from normal to slightly lower. The
length of hems will not change
FRATERNITIES
!drastically.
’ALPHA TAU OMEGA
THETA XI
Sportswear More coordinates
The men of Alpha Tau Omega
Tomorrow the Theta Xi fraterand a greater trend to pants and are planning to have an
Ozark nity will have open house for their
shorts of all lengths. Two-piece Jamboree tomorrow
night at parents. In the evening the brothbathing suits.
the K-C Rana in Cupertino. ers and their dates will attend a
Lingerie and sleepwear--Bikini Dates will be wearing speciallycowboy theme pledge dance held
’ underwear and short pajamas, and made sack dresses. Music will be
at the house. The event will be
bed -to-breakfast aprons, pumpers furnished by Slim Chesterfield ant-i
the first since the pledges have
old pinafores.
his Six Stompers.
HosieryNo limit on textures. DELTA SIGMA PHI
WE FIX
At the recent election of officers
In 1906, textures will range- from
opaque for casual wear to sheer, Gil Zaballos took over the job of
Spares
glittering metallies for evening. president. Assisting him are Dick I
while you
More pastels for spring: deeper Robinson, vice president; Bill Malattend
b r w n s, greys and off-blacks 70ee0 secretary; Don Kibby, treasurer: and Paul Miller, sergeant -at for fall.
class
I arms.
9 one 5 pin
ShoesPointed toes will remain, I The fraternity’s Carnation Ball
especially for after-dark, said the will be held tomorrow evening at
minimum time -2 hrs.
National Shoe Institute. New toe The Village in San Francisco. Tic
er
shapes will include the flattened formal event will begin with a
oval for walking and nipped -off party at the Zaballos home in Hay49 EAST SAN ANTONIO
and flattened squares. All shoes ,vard
will remain tapered, however
Heels will be all heights and
shapes and as thin as ever. In
some cases, thinner -just a spoke
DRUG STORE
YOUR DOWNTOWN
for evening. "They’ll be comfortable, except on the pocketbook,"
next to Woolworths
the Institute said,

completed their project of painting, plastering and fixing the basement.
They installed new officers. Taking new positions are Phil Berry,
president; Bob Brooks, vice president; Clark Smith, treasurer; Warren Leenerts, house manager;
Leighs Church, social chairman.
and Jim Williams, correspondiri
secretary.

GIANT SALE

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

Now going on at Rexall

mo. $6.00
3 mo. $15.00
FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

ROBERTS
Typewriter Co.

SAVE!
SAVE!

(S&H Green Stamps)

SAVE!

(Charge it)

156 W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215

FIRST STREET
35 So. First Street

REXALL

DRUG STORE
CY 2-8081

Trail’s
Barbecue
1001 So. 1st
cor. Willow

CY 7-0’

1 UP

NO ORDER TOO LARGE OR TOO

Flowers for all Occasions

D & D FLORISTS
454 N. 13th St,

San Jose, Calif.

CY 740:

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4 50 to $7.00
DrIveIn Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

CYpress 4-9404
"FiC PROOF 0141161CW,
TREVISIONE ISANOOETROpro
COP-Ff SHOP
FeryokibliN

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
Sion Jose,talifoinic

South First St. at Son Antonio

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

SALE!
MEN’S SUITS
$50 ARGONAUT SUITS 3995
69.50 FENLEIGH SUITS

5555

79.50 TIMELY SUITS 6355

MEN’S SPORTCOATS
All wool tweeds, herrtngbones, checks, plaids
SAVE
37.50 Sportcoats reduced to 29.85
7.65
SAVE
9.65

For over 100 years San Jose
State has found Rexall the best
place to shop.

barbecued
ham and beef
for lunch
and dinner
at

CORSAGES $

REXALL

RENTALS
TYPEWRITER

it’s a winner!!

DANCES ARE COMING

ZINKE’S ReSphao,

1

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
l7

47.50 Sportcoats reduced

to 37.85

MEN’S SLACKS
Fine flannels, worsteds, gabardines,
SAVE 3.65 17.50 Slacks reduced to 13.85
SAVE 4.15 20.00 Slacks reduced to 15,85
SAVE 5.15 25.00 Slacks reduced to 19.85
Also big savings on sportshirt3,
sweaters, jackets, white shirts,
pajamas, underwear, socks.
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
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State Meets COP in INCAC Opener
L.A. Coliseum,
A Fight Arena?

Spartans Hope
For Upset Win

ses Angeles’ Coliseum will
house its ilftirth sport when a
double header boxing show is
old thcre on February 4.
The bantamweight and junior
w1101 eight crowns will be at
stake and a crowd of VICHIe to
33,000 Is anticipated.

chow SLATE

inner!!

MAYFAIR

eef

In Color

’FBI STORY’
James Stewart

PLUS another exciting
thriller . . .

:U0
sf
w

CY

7-0988

’Odds Against
Tomorrow’
Harry Belafonte
Robert Ryan

Wednetclay

This Showing Ends Tun.

)MING
9u

FRIDAY FLICKS
Marjorie Morningstar
Gene Kelly
Natalie Wood

STS
CT 74073

Morris Dailey Aud.

7:30 p.m.

25c

Towne Theater

ress 479404

"The Horse’s Mouth"
ALSO
’Always o Price Tag’

OOF toasniuchoN

A French movie

Pi! SANOIAT 1000
SHOP
FOUNTAIN

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
All In Color

"Wonderful Country"
Robert MitchurnJuli London
PLUS
In C.nemeScooevoith Glenn Ford
and Debbi Reynolds

"It Started with a Kiss’
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
In ColorCnerneScope

"GIGI"
Leslie CaronLouis Jordon
Maurice Chevalier
PLUS

Dun

ICE

"CAREER"
seclAIN

Martin--Shirlay

GAY THEATER
IN

COLOR

"If Started with a Kiss"
Glen FordDebbie

ReYeelds

"World, Flesh and Devil"
He,ry SelalonteInger SO

rs

Don Ellersick, star halfback for the Washington
State Cougars, was one of the big reasons why
the West beat the East. Duke guard, Mike McGee for the East tries to stop the fleet West

tCI’ mile tn.etit along ssith vastly
Improving Bruce McCullough who
can run all three events in good
Track coach Bud Winter, times.

San Jose State College ss
tiers made their opening dual meet
chosen to coach the cinder
match a successful one by downKay Pena and
sport in this year’s st ttttt ner round out Winter’sWillie Rork
arsenal of
ing Adams State College of AlaOlympics in Rome, will spot. sprint hopefuls.
mosa, Colo., 19-13, Wednesday
light Olympic events in
In the distances the Spartans
night in the Spartan Gym.
many of San Jose State’s are hurting for quantity but cerAdams State was awarded the

home track engagements this
imn.

The nationally known teacher of
"relaxation" has slated such events
as the hammer throw, hop-stepjump, 400 meter hurdles, steeplechase, etc., in an attempt to "kick
off the Olympic spirit."

PIN ’EM ON:
"To further increase the compe-

titive spirit in the events between
individuals, we hope to give the
Mumby said. "The team really
winners in each Olympic event
came through after spotting them
(Adams State) 10 points by for- miniature gold medals," Winter
said.
feiting the 123 and 130 lb. diThe Olympic events will be
visions."
open to anyone during meets,
The coach stated that the win which Includes dual-competition.
was a good one considering that No points will be kept, however.
all college wrestling teams from
"Although the United States
Colorado are usually tough opponents due to the excellent high , made a terrific showing in the Pan
school program they have in the ’ American Games in Chicago last
year, the U.S. has a long way to
state. Mumby said the Spartans
went into the match without go if they hope to maintain suknowing too much about the Colo- periority over the Russians," warned Winter,
rado school.

MARCH 5 TARGET
Jerry Nelson at 157 lbs. and
Out at Spartan Track, Winter is
Bernie Slate at 177 lbs. both
scored impressive wins for the putting his charges through the
paces, readying them for their first
Spartans by pinning their foes.
meet, all events will be run in meResults:
ters (Olympic style).
123Eldon Daniel (A) forfeit:
Ray Norton’s loss will be hard
130Al Ashton (Al; 137-1)lek felt in the sprint events but WinAlderson (SJ) dec. Don Dailey: ter shouldn’t have any problerc
147L. D. Bennett ($4J) dec. Dave getting adequate replacements foi
Garvin; 157Jerry N(.111111 ($4) the human bullet.

pinned Brad Tate In 3rd round;
KNEE DEEP
167Fred Vrueta (SJ ) dee. Al
Bob Poynter (9.4), Norton’s shaSlate . (Sei)
Tolle; ITIHernie
pinned Ross Smith In 2nd round: dow last year should he ready for
heasywcight Frill Sinusitis (A) an assault. on the magic 9.3 mark.
Willie Williams 19.5) and Jim !ledee. George Hewitt.
mons (9.61 up from last year’s
superb freshman track squad will
lend top-notch depth to the varsity spikemen. Bob Brooks (9.5),
out much of the year due lo a leg
injury, should be ready to go full

ITS 39"
IITS 555
IS 635

throttle for Winter this season.
Winter isn’t hurting In the
longer sprint events, with DIM
Remus, junior college quarter
mile champion as the chief threat.
Poynter, Brooks, Williams and
Flemons are good bets for the 220
with Williams perhaps moving to

Tom Harrison tops the high
hurdle prospects %id). 1.161 Clifton, a %aridly holdoser and Ed
Marcus up from the frost! IA.
pected to improve over last year.

ton, Marcus and Films.

.0:Ito 37.85

MAX: How are your grades, Growler?
GROWLER: Grades, oh woe is me!
MAX: What’s all this woe is me On?
GROWLER:

;
es, blends

13.85
!d to 15.85
!d to 19.85
to

7tshirt,

?. shirts,
3ocks.
so

OH, WOE IS ME!

I don’t have any time to study anymore.

MAX: Why?
GROWLER: LARKS now serves breakfast, and I was doing
all my studying in the morning.
MAX: Whet time do they serve breakfast?
GROWLER: 5 a.m. to 10 a.m., except on Saturdays and
Sundays.
MAX: What gives on Saturday and Sundays?
GROWLER: I don’t get up until sight, so they open at 8 crns
on Saturday and Sunday.
MAX: Now I can understand.
MORAL: Start studying at night. Growler.

Beal and Jeff Chase.

Alum

.9 Imp
rereiviny
finteer.s

e.spec jag’
wAen /hey

50e

for
students.
Son Jose’s most complete,
golfing confer
ICTH A TULLY ROAD

Seniors
Graduate Students
Professional Sales
Openings available on a part
time hesit. An opportunity to
establish yourself in growing
Santa Clara County in the
insurance field. Your employment may lead to a career
job upon graduation.

For Details
Phone the
District Agents
Listed Below

GUADALAJARA Me.ico June 27.

=t

July211..$24C

Doer.)

FARMERS
INSURANCEa,
GROUP P0.

room and acti,
VALENCIA, Spain July I -August 23
Several plans Co fit i-ri
meets from $625 ;.
board and room a-.1
ROUND TRIP BY PLANE
Madrid -Valencia.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
TOUR OF EUROPE. July and Aug.
A first class tour visiting 10 countries
of Europe and Morocco. (Africa).
University credits optional. Conducted by Dr. Gines Maioues. Information: Dr. Meiques. San Jose State
College. Room 102 .NA.

,
SANTA CLARA
Jack Taylor
AX 6.1470
CAMPBELL
ES 7.1704
Bruce Craig
SAN JOSE
Grover Swofford
CY 5-5223

WORK OF ART
by

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA

SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

15%

our

DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE

..amighl is dee opening szigid of
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW’S

CANDIDA
Dates of Performances: Jan. 8, 9, 12-16
Curtain at 8:15 p.m.

Studio Theatre (Sp & Dr Bldg) Arena
Admission:

$1.00 (reg.)

Style

50 cents (SJSC Students)

Box Office open ... 1-5 p.m.

lc Auditorium.

EUROPE 1960
Low Cost All Expense
Student Tours
Mr. Orzie Hilton, owner and operator of Hilton Tours, will be in our office Saturday,
January 9th. Come in and meet "Ozzie" and discuss your student fours for 1960.
10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

5 exciting tours to choose from
5 separate departure dates

$985 to $1495.00
"Quality With Economy"
Write or Phone for Free Brochure,’

front

BAKMAS
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
CORSAGES
CY 24462

Student rate

SpeCial price on drIving range

Hiahiump: Errol Williams, Art

Dalbey, Jack Bose, Vance Barnes,
Dennis Marc, Ross and Marcus.
Polevault: Dick Kimmel, Don

TRIPLE THREAT
Central High. He also was a It
Tim Curtis, 440 freshman record ketball star and left-handed
holder, will he ready for the guar- ching ace of the baseball team
- - --

arc

at the San Jos.

9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT

SUMMER SESSIONS
ABROAD 1960
University of San Francisco

Frosh Tackle
Baby Bengals

The frosh basketball team will
attempt to keep its undefeated
home win streak intact when they
meet the COP yearlings in the
The lows will pit Micky Macha- 6:15 p.m. preliminary game at the
mer, Bruce McCullough, Clifton, Spartan Gym.
Stu Inman’s charges take a four
Marcus, Harrison and sprinter Flewin and two loss into tonight’s
mons.
fracas. The only two losses have
FIELD EVENTS
come at the hands of the Cl
Leading candidates in the field Bears and the Stanford Indiana
events are:
both in the victor’s gym.
sihotput: Lee Shields, Hershel
Expert playmaker Bill Yonge
Sanders, Tom Daniels, John Ross, and fine set shooter Sid Maestri
John Sutmw and Mike Arrington. will open at the guard slots ft’,
Discus: Ross, Daniels, Shields, the Spartabahes and the aggro,.
Ed Burke. John Gross and Sanders. sive Bill Robertson and Jumping
Hammer Throw: Daniels, Burke Orin Eldridge will start at for.
and ROSS.
ward.
Javelin: Jim Garcia, Daniels,
Big bulky John Coffey (6’ 7") I
Shields, Ross and Dave Carlson.
will start at the center position
’ Hop-Step-Jump: Charlie ’tikes, to round out the starting five.
Mac Burton and Marcus.
ITuesday the Inmanmen meet
Hroadjump: Ramos, Ross, Bur- the powerful Santa Clara Broncos ;

CY3-9766

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

sophomore. He has fine mu..

HOT SHOT CORL
When his jump shot is on. he is
tough to beat. Cori hit 15 points
in the first half of Tuesday’s game
and played sparingly in the second
half to end up with 20 markers
against the Gators.
Joining Corl at the forward slot
is Bob Chapman. His finest asset
is his ability to think. He rebounds
well but does not possess the scorMO CANDIDATES
ing punch of Corl. Jim Whelihan
The half mile will pit varsity is having trouble regaining the
holdovers Carl Maloney and Jerry scoring eye of last season. HowHowell along with miler Frank ever, against the Gators the team
Wulftange who may double. Ray rolled well when Corl and (wheels)
Pena and Ted Engdahl will lend Wheelihan were forward mates.
strength having competed for the
With Dennis Marc at center, the
fresh team last year.
Spartans are hoping to contain the
Torn Broome and Ralph Dyke are Winter’s hopefuls in the 2 nil
along with Clark. Dykes also riii
the steeplechase and Broome It .
5000 meters.

at

GRADES .

COP ALL WRIGHT
COP comes to Spartaville with
a six win and six loss record. They
are paced by the high scoring and
even higher rebounding efforts of
LeRoy Wright. Last season,
Wright led the nation in the number of rebounds captured and for
the 1960 season is in the top five.
He is hampered by a had left knee.
With the return of Vic Cori, the
Spartan offense has taken a shot
in the right direction. "Corl is fun
damentally the best shot on the
team," commented McPherson.

1435 The Alameda

ments, quick and agile.
"We can take this team toniO
if the team is in the right flan
of mind. Too many times when
send a boy in, he goes in with
feeling that the other team is lin
ter. This lack of confidence ha
hurt us immensely in the clh
games," replied Coach McPhersiin
The lack of size has hamper’’l
the Spartans all year as shown in
the rebound column. Against
Wright and his nil-pussy footing
Tiger mates, rebounding will be
a vital factor.
A good night for Corl from 111,,
floor and Marc’s ability to grah
his share off the boards may spell
victory for the Spartans in the
WCAC opener.

tainly not for quality. Charlie
Clark, the "go-go" kid from Santa
Ana JC, voted the top junior college trackman on the coast will
be Winter’s chief threat in the
mile and two mile events. Clark
set junior college records in both
events last year. Winter is grooming Clark for the 3000 meter steeplechase and 5000 meter run.

’CAPT.’ CASEY
the 440 later in the year. Herb
NEW YORK (UPI)
Ca Blanchard is another of Winter’s Stengel, manager of the New Y..
fine sprinters that is expected to Yankees, was captain. of the l’t
see heavy action in the sprints.
Kansas Co
football team

d to 29.85

FOUR ABLE GUARDS
Floor leader Joe McGrath am
Gary Ryan open at the guar,:
with Vance Barnes and Freddi,
Mitchell just aching to play.
Barnes has looked real
during the last five games
shows tremendous potential for

By GREGOR1 It. BROWN
Sports Editor

first two matches on forfeits.
Their only other triumph came in
the heavyweight division when
Fred Simpson scored a decision
over San Jose State’s George
Hewitt.
Spartan mat coach Hugh Mum by called the victory a team effort, "Every man put everything
he had into the matches," he said.

England’s 3.speed Raleigh and
Jaunts 8 & 10 speed touring and
racing bicycle.

ers at 8:15 tonight in the men’s
gym.
This season, San Jose has not
looked impressive, but of late,
Coach Walt McPherson has said
that the team is looking better,
The last four games bear this
out as the Golden Raiders dropped
three games in the holiday tournament and demolished the San
Francisco Gators 81-59 Tuesday

SJS Matmen ’Kilter Slates Olympic
Win Over
Events for Tracksters
Adams State

cpopt4
PAULS
CYCLES
For the discriminate orlist

giant size Bengal center WHO:
Marc held California’s Darrall In
hoff to 11 and for the first 11..
played a good defensive game.

In the holiday tourney, bad
breaks cost the Spartans the first
two games against USF and COP.
The record this year stands at
three wins and eight losses.

cpartan
Friday, January 8, litbu

By DANNY MATI.OW
Hoping to start off the 1960 WCAC season with an upset, the Spartans will entertain the COP Tig-

star. Ellersick, a Senior Bowl participant tomorrow, already has signed with the Los Angeles
Rams for next season.

SPARTAN DAILY-3

BOUQUETS
10th & Santa Clara

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
The Finest of Everything in Travel

24 E. SAN FERNANDO

CY 7-2121

Mr. One Hilton

Prklay, YanWiry

e-NPARTAK TUVE! ’’’""’

19116

PHI (Putting Hubby Through)
Degrees Available to Wives
y
(Plating flu b
Through) degrees awarded
by the SJS Dames to wives
of students will be extended
to members of other campus
organizations. Mrs. James
Green. Dames president. has
PI IT

announced.

,
,

the 1,i .1 ttlect
ot the 1 tames
for 1960. They are Mrs. Richard
Bambery, treasurer; Mrs. Lud Oliviera. ways and means chairman;
and Mrs. Stuart Rubine, historian.
An exchange meeting between
the SJS club and Stanford University Dames at the Women’s Club
House at Stanford at 8 p.m. Thursday will discuss the topic, "Having
Fun in Sun Francisco on a Limited Budget."

U.S .A

-

cueA

Is the subject of a series of
12 lessons given by Richard
Kingsley at the Christian Assembly, 72 N. 5th St., beginning

Friday,

January

8,

8 p m.

Everyone Welcome!

COLOMBIA
--kr’)

HOME, Italy t UPI I- -There will
he no increase in prices for the
1960 Olympic games. Seats range
from 48 cents to $9.60, the same
as they did for the 1952 games at
Helsinki, Finland.

St. Paul’s

Church

Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR ITS.

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.
Africa Faces

New

Day

Schools of Worlds Friendship 5 to 8

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Carl Mehger, Minister of Visitation

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
2nd and San Antonio

Two Blocks from Campus

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 an a I 1.0t-.. MOPNiNC, WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
’’A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A

Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
Sernir ur
9:30 AM. Le91 ’
r tp Time
5:45 P.M. Fe,
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Ch
3rd and San Antonio

The Pink Building

CLASSIFIEDS

=.

Built
PERU

BOLIVIAkIRASILIA-71-–J

\o

-OW

SAO
/4,
PAULO
W. ?ARUBA,

Plow

SANTIAC00.4w

First Methodist

7:45 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Crummay
will show their pictures of the Orient.

VIMIZUELA

IAtBOA

NO INCREASE

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

1:00-Mr. John D. Crummey speaks
on "Why a Businessman Believes in
World Missions."

-

CENTRAL::
AMERICA,:

Dr. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist
ill be hosts at a Valentine’s Day
open house to introduce eligible
women to the club. The Dames
open to married women attendSIS
wives of students.

’Stone Caused Controversy

The Elks’ Lodge, for some
Lstrange reason, seems to have
romidat ton, \u, esley Foun- Oaken up a lame Portion or ittf‘
dation and Canterbury have sched- box. Found yesterday were copies
of the program for the attune layuled the following events:
ing,Elk special bulletins and a
speech by a "Grand Exaulted"
something-or -other.
Members of the Hillel FoundaThere were c.ollies of the old
tion will hold their final social
event of the fall semester tomor- Sun Jose !herald sand the Merrow night at Mels Palm Bowl, 1523 cury and Na-as. "Tatt Says the
Filipinos Are I ’sed to CorrupW. San Carlos St.
head Ili t: . A
Cars will leave the Spartan Y tion" blared
building at 5:45 p.tn., Robert I), hilly ems:rasing of President
Allison, Milel vice president said. Teddy Itooseelt was with the
Refreshments will be served at story.
the Santa Clara home of Al NewThough the college and the Ii man following the bowling matchbrary occupied the same marshy
es. Prizes will be awarded to the
park, no records from "San Jose
top male and female bowlers.
Normal School" were found imme*
*
*
diately. "They were probably jealous about the land," said one of
the spectators at the opening yesthe terday.
Frontiers
in
"Strategic
Christian World Mission" will be
The items will go on display
the discussion topic Sunday at 7 s is In the Library, according
p.m., Wesley Foundation, 205 F:.
to Ilead Librarian Joyce Backus.
Santa Clara St.
Tom Bull, Carol Hume, Dottie
Masters and Naoka Takatira. deleCANTERBURY
gates to the 18th ecumenical stuASSOCIATION
dent conference held in Athens,
Christian Center
Ohio, during Christmas vacation,
92
iti ’,IPFET ’
the ,lisclimoital.
will
..-ry
Thursday
*
*
*
rs: 9 a.M. 10 5 p.m.
id.wa E. Arnold

. Hillel

MIZlCO

The award in the past has been
limited to Dames members. Groups
Interested in the degree may conDr. John T. Ballard, SJS politact Mrs. Green at ALpine 2-4080.
tical science instructor, will preA recent winner of the P1-IT deview the 1960 political scene at a
gree was Mrs. Jesse Peeler, whose
imeeting of the local Dames at 8
husband is an electrical engineerp.m. Monday, Jan. 18, at the Chrising major.
tian Center, Fifth and San FernanThree officers were elected at do Sts.

CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM

Religious Groups
Set Plans for SJS
Dinners, Talks

Ike’s Tour Mapped Out

BUENOS’
A IRIS

utyguity:::-------

(040.
PROPOSED ROUTE-Main stops in President Eisenhower’s projected goodwill tour to five South American nations are mapped
from latest inforfnation in diplomatic circles. Leaving from Washington on Feb. 23 for the ten-day trip, lice will visit Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Puerto Rico.
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Women Work for Room
At Mary George Co-op
By RON BATES

Twenty-three years ago.
the cny
WCA started a
women’s cooperathe house
on Sonth Eighth Street. Nine
women ,hared five bedr1/11111id
the nine room house.
Each paid S15.

!
’Comma’ Sense alai
will be the topic of a tall:
Richard M. Stavely, assistant two lessor hi political science and a
member of the humanities staff,
at a Canterbury meeting Sunday.
applications eaeh semester," 7:15 p.m., Christian Center, Fifth
I commented Adeline Costa, so- and San Fernando Sts.
cial chairman. "There are generDr. Stavely earned his B.A. from
ally about five openings."
the University of Sydney, Austrado
jobs
that
the
women
IThe
lia, and his Ph.D. from the Univerrange from cooking to taking care sity of Chicago.
.,f the yard. Each job takes approximately an hour a day.

OFFICERS RUN CO-OP
The residents elect officers to
Today, the Mary George Co-op,
146 S. 10th St., is the only recog- their duties. Among the offices are
nized women’s co-op for San Jose a business manager and a food
manager. The food manager, LinState students.
da Tom, plans all the meals and
LEARN COOPERATION
buys the food. Business manager.
There are now 18 students in
Gerry Peterson takes care of the
the co-operative, which was flamed
upkeep of the house, plans the budin honor of a former dean of woget, collects the rent and pays the
men at the college. Their rent has
bills.
increased as has their number.
Other officers include: Pat EvThey work, eat and plan together
ans, vice president; Susan Adelin the true sense of co-operation.
man, secretary, and Elizabeth Tsai,
"If It weren’t for the Mary
standards chairman.
George Co-op, many of is could’
Among the activities of the
n’t afford a efillege education,"
Mary George Co-op are an ansays Diana Rogallo, president of
nual Thanksgiving Faculty Dinthe co-op.
ner and an Open 1101ISC which
To enter the organization, a stuIs held at the beginning of each
dent must be voted in by the memI semester.
bers. The criteria by which the api
The college-approved house has
plicant is voted in depends on her
per cent .of self-support. exper- I Mrs. Johanna Hart as its houseience in housekeeping and ability mother. Faculty adviser is Miss
I, get along with others. A 2.0 Pauline E. Davis, assistant proles sor of psychiatric technology.
..;rade average is also required.
Once voted in the student is or
semester’s probation.
"We receive approximately 30

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
T1,r,
Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.
JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

9:45 are. Perspectioi
6:00 p.m. Knox Club

friends here

speakers

Episcopal Church

discussion gros

at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8,00 urn
Communion
9:25 tp
11:00 a.m.
Mor,ing Prayer
W. B. Murdock. Rector
Warren Debenham, Ass.t.

social activitie

Services

G. Winfield Blount, Mini
Charles Tyler, M1n1stal
to Students

The whole is equal,
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than o. thers!)

Marriage, Births

Spartaguide

During Holidays

The Social Science Department
faculty had three family additions
o ver Christmas vacation.
.
Apartments for rent
,,:u,,r,un
St,,dsr:.
Dr. Edgar Hornig, professor of
Classified Rates:
Rental Service. CV 7.8877, CV
, .3.
history, was married to Miss The25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertion
rese Belanger of North Bay, OnFare, Apt, Large. 3 or 4 quiet gentle- 7:30 p 2 line minimum
men. 1 blk. to college. CV 2-2152.
SUNDAY
tario, Canada. The couple was
Wesley Fo,dat:on, ’tee" 3 2v5 I. married Dec. 26 in Nevada.
To Place an Ad:
Shore Itoofols
Call at Student Affairs Office
Samo C
A son was born Dec. 26 to Dr.
Wanted: 2 or 3 boys to share nicely MONDAY
Room IS. Tower Hall
and Mrs. Frederic Weed. Dr. Weed
No Phone Orders
Modern 2-bdrm. house. 535 So.
Freshman Class,
;
IS 3:35 is assistant to the head of the
- 0-.Y 2.6974.
Political Science Department. A
Want gid to share apt, with 2 others. p.m.
Lost and Found
1MC, meeting, Cl-) 149 7 p rn.
’ 6028 after 5 p.m.
----daughter was born Monday to Dr.
Pr. of Ray-Ban pre:p
Junior Class, rn-et,ng 532e. 3.75
’,Vrar= apt, with two mates. $22.50 no.
and Mrs. Howard Melendy. Dr.
frame. Reward ,
a
:50 So 501 St. CV 2.2250.
Sophomore Class, rneetlng
CH227 Melendy is head of the Ilistory
614B
Mole to share new apt, in quiet neigh. 330 n.m.
Department.
- 1. $30. C, ,Iter 5. CV 7-4695
looms for Roof
- Impoverished v
Gra’cious
Men: Vacancy, Lockers, kit priv., F’
den’s. Stately 2 s
home near term bath 168 So. 10th. CV 4-6780.
118.71 donation per month accep.:
Close on. Lonely large rooms, twins and CV 3.7119.
singles, showers, baths, parking, Kitchen College boys to share home with same
Opt 545 S 4t6.
415 So. 12th. CV 3.5933, Bob.
Fur, Rms male students, Kit. Pelt. $10
Room cud board
t’stistng Office.
to Save
TODAY
Internailon.11

Holiday Drive -In

. Wendy G en, CY 3
Inn.
--,orns, kit. priy. or board
2 8580.
, .ege girl.

Kit, priv.

Girls-room and board, BELLA DONNA
HALL 199 So. 1491 It, Co’lege appro.ted. CV 7-8105.
Gals: 2 vac. at mod. boarding hc .
46 Sc. 5th. 443 So. 11th Edwina. CV 3.9892.

Aporfmonfs for IWO

Horses for Roof

- apt. 679 So. 11th, open 3
4 or 5.
Fr 2
apt., wafer end garbage
4 410 or AN 6.8776.
,,..hed Apt. close. Deiaue, available
--mester break. 421 E. San Antonio.
7 7653 or AL 2-1889.
tt.. Fare, Apt, Willaccom. 4. Heated
r, .1 68$ S. 8th, Apt, 19. CY 4-0121.

Nicely Fern. modern 2 -bedroom house
Sleeps 6. Must be tees to appreciate.
$150 mo., water and garb. incl. 535 So.
10th St. Incl. 499 So. 7th or 275 E. WI.
liarn. CV 5-5362 or CV 5 5193.

2

New fare.
studio. 1 and 2-bdrm..
singles, groups. from $25 per parson,
CV 2 5000, 48 S. 4th St.
Furn. apt. for 3; 11/2 blk. to school. 452
So 4th. Apr. 2.
We hare furnished apts. avai’able for
spring semester on 10th and 11th St.
near campus. All new electric kitchens.
wall to wall carpeting, draperies through
00 the apts., heated swirming pool.
automatic washers and dryers telephone
outlets in kitchen and TV antermaes. We
pay garbage and water. For information
c..11 CV 743713 CV 7 8877, There is no
charge for our seryi.e-it is our pleasure.

Autos for folio
’52 MG TO, cobalt blue, full load, rom.
petition clutch, new brakes and ’
Dunlops, $1195. Fillmore 5-3816 i
Austin-Healey (PRITE, absolutety
miles. 68 No. 10111 St.. apt.
ifs Pude Chimp. clean. Phone tit-.
CV 3-6127,
MG-’52 TD. Goc.d cond., new Cr.
$800 AL 2 8984.
Spools! Notts’s
Are you looking for a house or new
apartment to rent/ Near campus. Ce’i
Spartan Rental Service, 485 S. 9th St
CV 7.8877 or CV 7.8713,
Will rent to parents with small usu
fenced yd. Pet. turn. 1350 E. San An
ronio,

It’s Fun
Money
When You Eat at Our

Even Euclid had to admit...

SELF - SERV!CE BURGER STAND

Eat - Read - Relax
..DEN
IN OUR

Right Across the Street
From ihe. CAMPUS
AT

4th and San Fernando
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
We Will Redeem This Ad
For Any 10c Drink FREE

It

what’s up front
that counts

Euclid proved that a straight
line is the shortest distance
between two points. And if
you’ll walk a straight line to the
nearest pack of Winstons, you’ll
find’ it the shortest distance to
a really enjoyable smoke. It’s
the tobacco up front that makes

the difference and that’s where
Winston packs its own exclusive
Filter-Blend -a special selection
of light, mild tobacco, specially
processed for filter smoking.
You’ll find Filter -Blend gives
Winston a flavor without parallel. In fact, it’s axiomatic that...

WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!
R
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